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Introduction

Plain text formats have been described as among some of the best ways to store knowledge
persistently. There are a wide variety of benefits to using plain text files and simple markup
formats to create flexible, robust, and future-proof workflows for digital scholarship, research,
and knowlege. With the use of a few simple tools a Markdown document can be converted
into a website, dynamic slideshow presentation, PDF, or even a formatted PhD thesis. Below
are some collected resources for working with plain text Markdown files, converting them into
other formats, and importing “closed” file formats like Word documents and PowerPoint
presentations into more accessible Markdown (or similar formats like Asciidoc), for archival,
collaboration, version control, and other purposes.
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Resources

Online Markdown editors

Dillinger - The online editor used during the session

Other online Markdown editors:

Editor.md - Open source online Markdown editor

Markdown Editor

Markdown Plus - Markdown editor with extra features

MarkdownApp

Marxico - Markdown Editor for Evernote

Mathdown - Has support for math and updates in editor window

Notedown - Distraction-free offline markdown editor for the web

Overleaf - Online collaborative LaTeX editor

SimpleMDE - JavaScript Markdown Editor

Write.md

Input

Getting documents and content into Markdown format:

Pandoc - “Swiss-army knife” for converting from one markup format to another
Try it online here

Paste-to-Markdown - Paste in rich text and immediately get the equivalent plain text
Markdown

Word-to-Markdown - Convert all your Word documents to Markdown

Output

Convert plain text Markdown files into:

PhD Thesis Dissertations: phd_thesis_markdown
Example PDF

Slideshow Presentations: reveal-ck (Reveal.js Construction Kit)
Reveal.js - official homepage

Table of Contents: tocdown
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https://dillinger.io/
https://pandao.github.io/editor.md/en.html
https://jbt.github.io/markdown-editor/
https://mdp.tylingsoft.com/
https://markdownapp.now.sh/
https://marxi.co/
https://www.mathdown.net/
https://notedown.vasanthv.com/
https://www.overleaf.com/
https://simplemde.com/
https://writemd.xyz/
https://pandoc.org/
https://pandoc.org/try/
https://euangoddard.github.io/clipboard2markdown/
https://github.com/benbalter/word-to-markdown
https://github.com/tompollard/phd_thesis_markdown
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/tompollard/phd_thesis_markdown/master/output/thesis.pdf
https://jedcn.github.io/reveal-ck/
https://revealjs.com/
https://dohliam.github.io/tocdown/


HTML: remarkable

Documentation: Just the Docs

Websites: See the Intro to Jekyll workshop
Jekyll - official homepage

Nicely formatted email: Markdown-here

Complex documents

For more complex formatting needs (e.g., academic papers, journal articles etc.), use
something like AsciiDoc, which is designed for formal publishing.

Examples:

Letter (Source, HTML version)

Resume (Source, HTML version)

Book (Source)

Cheatsheet (Source)

Statistics & analysis

For data science you can use RMarkdown (Markdown with working program code mixed in):

RStudio - an Integrated Development Environment for statistical computing that supports
RMarkdown
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https://jonschlinkert.github.io/remarkable/demo/
https://pmarsceill.github.io/just-the-docs/
https://ubc-library-rc.github.io/intro-jekyll/
https://jekyllrb.com/
https://markdown-here.com/
https://asciidoctor.org/
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Mogztter/asciidoctor-web-pdf/master/examples/letter/letter.pdf
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dohliam/asciidoctor-skins/docstyles-testing/docstyles/letter/letter.adoc
https://dohliam.github.io/asciidoctor-skins/docstyles/letter/
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Mogztter/asciidoctor-web-pdf/master/examples/resume/resume.pdf
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/dohliam/asciidoctor-skins/docstyles-testing/docstyles/resume/resume.adoc
https://dohliam.github.io/asciidoctor-skins/docstyles/resume/
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Mogztter/asciidoctor-web-pdf/master/examples/book/book.pdf
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Mogztter/asciidoctor-web-pdf/master/examples/book/chapter_1.adoc
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Mogztter/asciidoctor-web-pdf/master/examples/cheat-sheet/maven-security-cheat-sheet.pdf
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/Mogztter/asciidoctor-web-pdf/master/examples/cheat-sheet/maven-security-cheat-sheet.adoc
https://www.rstudio.com/
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